Nine-component (9-C) 3-D seismic reflection data are acquired using orthogonal shear-wave sources and orthogonal horizontal geophones. Shear-wave sources are oriented inline and crossline (S I and S X ) to the receiver lines, as are the horizontal geophones (R I and R X ). Four shear-wave data sets result (S I ,R I ; S I ,R X ; S X ,R I ,S X ,R X ). These inline-crossline coordinates are referred to as field coordinates. Amain interpretation emphasis for these data has been to infer the presence of vertical cracks using shear-wave birefringence. Nonzero crossterms (S I ,R X ; S X ,R I ) have been used as an indicator that shear-wave birefringence (splitting) is present.
SH, SV, and P-waves in varying proportions that is azimuth dependent. S I ,R X and S X ,R I reach maximum amplitude (as large as S I ,R I and S X ,R X ) at azimuths of 45°and 135°(also 225°a nd 315°).
In radial-transverse coordinates, SV data are contained on S R ,R R , SH data are contained on S T ,R T at all azimuths, and crossterms S R ,R T and S T ,R R are always at a minimum.
2-D versus 3-D shear-wave data acquisition. Separation of SV (and P)
waves from SH waves occurs implicitly for two-dimensional 9-C data acquisition in an isotropic, flat-layered earth. Shear-wave vibrators shake inline and crossline (S I and S X ) and the horizontal geophones also are oriented inline and crossline (R I and R X ). SH data are taken from the S X ,R X component, and the SV data are taken from the S I ,R I component ( Figure 1a ).
Common shot gathers show distinct differences between SV and SH waves. SV wave propagation is coupled with P-waves as evidenced by refraction events having P-wave moveouts (i.e., 1.5 s at the far offset). SH waves propagate uncoupled from SV and P in a flat-layered isotropic earth. SH data exhibit true SH head waves. Meanwhile, SV data show firstarrivals that have P-wave moveouts, with very different slopes and intercepts from those of SH. Surface waves are different for SV and SH with Rayleigh waves on SV and Love waves on SH. SH and SV first-arrival times are different, suggesting the presence of transverse anisotropy with a vertical axis of symmetry (VTI) that may be due to horizontal layering.
Three-dimensional acquisition records data at a range of offsets and azimuths for each shotpoint ( Figure  1b) . We assume that a source-receiver azimuth of 0°(and 180°) corresponds to the inline (I) direction. The line of receivers shown in red (source-receiver azimuth = 0°) corresponds to the 2-D acquisition shown in Figure 1a (SH= S X ,R X and SV= S I ,R I ). Data recorded at an azimuth of 90°(receivers shown in green) also correspond to 2-D acquisition; however, the SV data are now contained on the S X ,R X component and the SH data are contained on the S I ,R I component. Note that the crossterms S I ,R X and Sx,R I will be zero for flat, isotropic layers at azimuths of 0°and 90°. These two limiting cases of 2-D acquisition within a 3-D grid of receivers clearly show that field coordinates S X ,R X and S I ,R I record a mixture of SH waves, SV (and P) waves.
This mixing is spatially dependent in that if the source position moves, the limiting cases of 2-D acquisition also move to the inline and crossline that intersect the source location. Now consider the data recorded in field coordinates along a particular receiver line for a shotpoint located off-line (purple receivers). Real data associated with this type of sourcereceiver geometry are shown in Figure  1b . The near offset is roughly 4300 ft. Distinct differences between SV and SH waves are not obvious in field coordinates. Refractions with P-wave moveouts are seen in each data set. A receiver at an arbitrary azimuth from the source records a mixture of SH, SV (and P) waves on each horizontal component. The degree of mixing depends on the source-receiver azimuth. As a result of this wave-mode mixing, it is likely that estimation of shear-wave statics, recovery of the shear-wave reflection signal, and subsequent seismic interpretation are unnecessarily confused.
AVO: SH versus SV. The amplitudeversus-offset responses of SH and SV reflections are very different, even in an isotropic medium. Intuitively, we expect the behavior of an SV reflection to be more complicated because SV wave propagation is coupled with Pwave propagation. This distinction between SH and SV AVO is a main reason why these wave modes should be separated, as is done by the transformation to radial-transverse coordinates.
Reflection coefficients for SV and SH reflections as a function of the local angle of incidence for several earth models are shown in Figure 2 . The general earth model is that of a shale brine-sand interface, and the actual rock properties are taken from the literature.
Note the agreement at incident angles near zero. At normal incidence there is no distinction between SH and SV; all particle motion is horizontal. As the angle of incidence increases, the reflection coefficients become very different. Note the polarity reversal that occurs for SV. We see that R SH can be expected to remain strong at large precritical angles, while R SV can be generally expected to reverse sign in the 20-30°angle range. In general, Figure  2 suggests that SH CDP stacked data may be very different from SV CDP stacked data, depending on the angular range included in the stacks. This polarity reversal for SV suggests that a CDP stack produced from all offsets would degrade and possibly cancel an SV reflection. SH reflections tend to be much more constant in amplitude as a function of local incidence angle (offset), and stacking over the full-offset range would tend to enhance the stacked signal.
SH waves behave similarly to acoustic P-waves. As a result, multiple reflections are often stronger on SH than on SV or P because SH waves convert only to SH waves upon reflection and transmission in an isotropic, flat-layered medium.
Field coordinates and radial-transverse coordinates. A base map of the acquisition geometry used to acquire the 9-C-3-D seismic data set is shown in Figure 3 . Shear-wave vibrators and horizontal geophones are oriented parallel (inline) and perpendicular (crossline) to the receiver lines shown in blue. All data were recorded with point geophones (three elements per string) and point sources. Source positions are indicated in red. Alignment error of the sources and geophones relative to the inline and crossline directions is unknown. The entire recording patch was live for each shot. As a result, the survey contains a relatively full offset-azimuth distribution.
Field coordinates implicitly record a mixture of SH, SV (and P) waves for 3-D acquisition geometries. The fullprospect field-coordinate supergathers are shown in Figure 4 . Data have had elevation statics, and two passes of source and receiver reflection statics have been applied. Reflection statics were estimated from the SH data. Gain proportional to t 2 (t = two-way traveltime) was applied to the data after static correction. Supergathers were formed after application of the statics. Prestack data are sorted into 100-ft offset bins and then summed within each offset bin. Stacking the data within 100-ft offset bins reduces the size of the data set and increases the signal-to-noise ratio in the case of flat geology (which exists here) and adequate static corrections over that of individual shot gathers. The actual offset distribution within each offset bin is not uniform. As a result, the extent to which surface waves and events that have residual normal moveout are attenuated is not uniform.
S I ,R I and S X ,R X look remarkably similar. Head waves having P-wave moveouts are apparent preceding the shear-wave first arrival at the larger offsets. The shear-wave first arrival has the same traveltime at the far offset. Crossterms S I ,R X and Sx,R I have significant energy at the larger offsets and also show the head waves having P-wave moveouts.
Rotation of receivers and sources based on source-receiver azimuth is necessary to obtain separation of SV and SH waves. Rotation of 3-C receivers to radial and transverse is quite common in ocean-bottom-cable (OBC), vertical-seismic-profile (VSP), and 3-C seismic data processing. Rotation of orthogonal shear-wave sources does not appear to be common.
Transformation from field coordinates to radial-transverse coordinates is obtained by rotating the four horizontal components of data (S I ,R I ; S I ,R X ; S X ,R I ,S X ,R X ) for each source-receiver pair by the measured source-receiver azimuth. SV data are obtained from the radial-source, radial-receiver component (S R ,R R ) and SH data are obtained from the transverse-source, transverse-receiver component (S T ,R T ). Rotation to radial-transverse coordinates is the first data-processing step applied to the data.
The S I ,R I and S X ,R X supergathers are shown in Figure 5 , along with the SV and SH supergathers. Data are shown with t 2 gain applied, and the display gain is the same for all panels. Although S I ,R I and S X ,R X are essentially identical, the SV and SH data are very different and show the distinctions discussed in Figure 1a for the case of 2-D acquisition. Head waves with P-wave moveouts are absent from SH and contained solely in the SV data. The shear-wave first arrival has a very different far-offset traveltime, arriving roughly 300 ms later on SV than on SH. Surface waves and multiply reflected refractions also are very different.
We also see that S I ,R I and S X ,R X are roughly the arithmetic average of SV and SH ( Figure 5 , center panel). In this case, the presence of a full range of source-receiver azimuths (0-360°) causes S I ,R I and S X ,R X to resemble the average of SH and SV. In general, we will see that field coordinates are a weighted stack of SH and SV, where the weights vary, depending on the source-receiver azimuth. Three-dimensional acquisition geometry is the main cause of crossterm energy and wave-mode mixing in field coordinates. We further examine these issues with supergathers as a function of source-receiver azimuth.
Supergathers and source-receiver azimuth. Prestack data are sorted into 10°azimuth bins ( Figure 6a ) and 100-ft offset bins and then summed to produce supergathers as a function of source-receiver azimuth and offset. Azimuths are measured relative to the inline direction (refer to Figure 3 ). Data at azimuths of ϑ+180°are included with the data at azimuth ϑ.
Supergathers are displayed in reduced traveltime using a reducing velocity of 4650 ft/s, which is approximately the SH-wave refraction velocity. Reflection events curve upward from the near offsets to the far offsets in reduced traveltime (Figure 6b show several shallow reflections more clearly. We note that data displayed in reduced traveltime have been filtered to enhance the shallow reflection signal relative to the lower-frequency coherent noise. Supergathers are shown in field coordinates ( Figure 7 ) and in radialtransverse coordinates (Figure 8 ) as a function of source-receiver azimuth. At 0°azimuth, crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I are at a minimum, and S I ,R I is SV, and S X ,R X is SH. This subset is essentially a 2-D acquisition experiment in the inline direction. Note that at 90°a zimuth (2-D acquisition in the crossline direction), S I ,R X and S X ,R I are again at a minimum, but now the SH data appear on S I ,R I and the SV data appear on S X ,R X .
Shallow shear-wave reflections are seen in the SH data at 0°azimuth. These events are apparent in the SV data only on the mid-offsets. There also is a large difference in traveltime and appearance of the first arrivals between SH and SV. Events dipping steeply from lower left to upper right along the SV-wave first arrivals and extending upward to time zero are Pwave refractions.
As the source-receiver azimuth increases from zero, crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I increase in amplitude, reach a maximum at 45°, and along with S I ,R I and S X ,R X become a mixture of SH, SV, and P-waves. The amount of mixing increases and reaches a maximum at 45°. There is little visible difference between the four fieldcoordinate data sets at 40°and 50°. As the azimuth increases from 50°to 90°, the SH data now appear on S I ,R I and the SV data appear on S X ,R X , while S I ,R X and S X ,R I decrease in amplitude.
It is important to note that as the source-receiver azimuth ϑ increases beyond 90°, crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I have opposite algebraic sign from S I ,R X and S X ,R I at ϑ-90. This has important implications for binning strategies that include and subsequently stack data having widely varying source-receiver azimuths, as is required in commonmidpoint (CMP) data processing. In supergather or CMP stacks, the crossterms will generally be of low amplitude when a wide range of azimuths are included in the stack because of the opposite algebraic signs at azimuths ϑ and ϑ-90.
After rotation to radial-transverse Note the strong coherent multiples (multiply reflected refractions) present on SH. These events contain useful information regarding the near surface if they are treated as signal rather than noise.
The large difference in the shearwave first-arrival times between SH and SV suggests the presence of a medium containing strong transverse anisotropy with a vertical axis of symmetry (VTI). Note the apparent confusion in attempting to estimate refraction statics from field-coordinate data and the very different refraction models implied by SH and SV.
Crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I ( Figure  7) show shallow shear-wave reflections although at much lower amplitude than on SH. The presence of reflection energy on S I ,R X and S X ,R I is generally used to suggest the presence of azimuthal anisotropy. Crossterms S R ,R T and S T ,R R show that the reflection energy on S I ,R X and S X ,R I is produced by source-receiver azimuth rather than by azimuthal anisotropy because this energy is not present after rotation to radial-transverse coordinates. Crossterms S R ,R T and S T ,R R can now be used to infer the presence of azimuthal anisotropy. Note that in OBC data processing, R R and R T are used to infer the presence of azimuthal anisotropy, not R I and R X .
Supergathers and spatial location.
Mixing of SH, SV, and P-waves is directly dependent on source-receiver azimuth. CMP binning produces a spatially variable azimuth (and offset) distribution. As a result, S I ,R X and S X ,R I , as well as S I ,R I and S X ,R X vary as a function of spatial location for 3-D acquisition geometries. We now examine supergathers from Survey A as a function of spatial location. Data that have a common midpoint within a 1000 ǂ 1000 ft bin (bins numbered 1 and 2 in Figure 3 ) are included in the supergathers shown in Figure 9 .
Data from the middle of the survey contain a wide range of sourcereceiver azimuths in each bin. As a result, for Bin 1 S I ,R I is very similar to S X ,R X . Both components contain SH, SV, and P-wave energy in roughly equal proportions. As a result, identification of the shallow reflections is difficult.
S I ,R X and S X ,R I are low amplitude because of the wide range of azimuths included. Field-coordinate crossterms have opposite algebraic sign for source-receiver azimuths separated by 90°. Consequently, when a wide azimuthal range is contained in a supergather bin (or CMP bin), the crossterms tend to cancel and are lower amplitude.
Rotation to radial-transverse coordinates exposes the distinctions between SH waves and SV waves.
Shear-wave reflections are clearly apparent and enhanced on SH but apparent only over a limited offset range on SV. It should be noted that in these supergathers, we are looking at a large offset/depth (x/z) range for the shallow data. In general, at large incident angles the reflection coefficients of SH and SV are very different, as seen in Figure 2 . At small incidence angles (x/z < 0.5), we expect SV and SH to be more nearly comparable. SH multiply reflected refractions which roughly parallel the flattened firstarrival trajectory are obvious.
A wide range of azimuths is involved in producing the field-coordinate supergathers from bin 1, thus accounting for the similarity between S I ,R I and S X ,R X . For data obtained from a supergather near the bottom of the prospect (bin 2), field coordinates are essentially the same as radial-transverse coordinates due to the limited source-receiver azimuth distribution within the supergather bin; S I ,R I is SV, and S X ,R X is SH. Comparison with bin 1 shows that wave-mode mixing is indeed dependent on spatial location of the bin.
Features to note are the very different first-arrival times, more identifiable reflections on SH, stronger and more coherent multiples on SH, and reduction of the crossterm energy. Once again, it is difficult to interpret reflection signal on SV, while the SH data show good-quality reflections.
In Survey A (Figure 3 ), CMP bins along the top and bottom of the base map will have S I ,R I as approximately SV, and S X ,R X as approximately SH. If the source distribution extended to the left and right edges of the base map, the bins along the left and right edges would show S I ,R I as approximately SH and S X ,R X as approximately SV. Bins interior to the grid would have a wider range of source-receiver azimuths, and consequently S I ,R I and S X ,R X would resemble each other and be weighted sums of SH, SV, and Pwaves. The weights vary as a function of spatial location (i.e., source-receiver azimuths contained in each bin). Crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I also vary with spatial location and tend to cancel when a wide range of azimuths is contained in each bin.
S I ,R I and S X ,R X vary as a function of spatial location; S I ,R I is SV at some locations, SH at others, and a weighted sum of SH, SV, and P at yet others. A similar situation exists for S X ,R X . It has been common to estimate shear-wave statics and velocities from S I ,R I (and/or S X ,R X ). Clearly, processing shear-wave data in field coordinates becomes unnecessarily complicated because of the spatially variable mixing of SH, SV, and P-waves.
The SH and SV supergathers from two locations (1000 ǂ 1000 ft bins) are compared with the corresponding Pwave supergathers (vertical source, vertical receiver) in Figure 10 . The SH data correlate nicely with the P-wave data; shallow reflections are obvious, high-reflection amplitudes occur when the critical angles are reached, and the first breaks are quite simple and suggest a two-layer refraction model. Multiples in the form of multiply reflected refractions are much stronger in the SH data than in the P-wave data.
The SV data, meanwhile, are markedly more complicated. Shallow reflections are apparent over only a narrow offset/time corridor occurring at offsets just outside of the surfacewave noise cone.
Alford rotation; issues and implications.
Alford rotation is strictly valid for only normal-incidence data. At normal incidence, there is no distinction between SV and SH; all particle motion is in the horizontal plane. In the absence of azimuthal anisotropy, shear waves generated in orthogonal directions at normal incidence are identical waves. In the presence of azimuthal anisotropy, these shear waves are split with the vector component parallel to the principal anisotropy axes traveling faster and the perpendicular component traveling slower. Crossterm energy is produced when the two Figure 10 . P-wave, SH-wave, and SV-wave supergathers from two locations (1000 ǂ 1000 ft bins). Reducing velocities of 9000 and 4650 ft/s are applied to the P-wave and S-wave data, respectively. P-wave time is shown at the left, S-wave time at the right.
shear-wave polarizations are at an arbitrary angle (not parallel and perpendicular) relative to the principal axes.
Conventionally, coherent energy on crossterms S I ,R X and S X ,R I has been used to suggest the presence of shearwave splitting produced by azimuthal anisotropy. Alford rotation estimates an anisotropy orientation angle that produces a minimization of the energy on S I ,R X and S X ,R I . The Alford approach attempts to estimate the amount of shear-wave splitting in the transmission path (overburden).
Despite the normal-incidence assumption, Alford rotation has commonly been applied to data preprocessed and stacked in field coordinates (with all the inherent problems), as well as to prestack data.
Prestack crossterms (S I ,R X and S X ,R I ) vary greatly as a function of source-receiver azimuth for 3-D acquisition geometries. This geometry effect is much greater than effects that may be due to azimuthal anisotropy. It is most improbable that crossterm energy caused by azimuthal anisotropy can be detected in field coordinates when the data are recorded at nonnormal angles of incidence.
Field-coordinate data binned as a function of spatial location (supergathers, CMP gathers, or CMP stacks) have variable strength crossterms that vary as a function of spatial location. For example, the supergather data of Figure 9 yield Alford rotation angles of 44°for bin 1 and 1°for bin 2. The field-coordinate data from bin 1 are a heavy mix of SH, SV, and P-waves. After rotation by 44°, the data resemble the field-coordinate data of Figure  9 with a slight reduction in the crossterm energy. Confusion reigns because Alford rotation is applied to data binned (and stacked) by spatial position rather than constant azimuth. Supergathers in radial-transverse coordinates show that SV data are contained on S R ,R R at all azimuths and SH data are contained on S T ,R T at all azimuths. Crossterms S R ,R T and S T ,R R are low in amplitude at all azimuths when azimuthal anisotropy is not present. If azimuthal anisotropy is present, reflections affected by the cracked interval will produce energy on S R ,R T and S T ,R R .
The potential now exists to detect and interpret crossterm energy produced by azimuthal anisotropy by monitoring the SH and SV (along with P and P-SV) reflections from the top and base of the cracked interval (hopefully, the reservoir!) as a function of offset and source-receiver azimuth. Crossterms S R ,R T and S T ,R R will have maximum amplitude when the source-receiver azimuth is at an angle of 45°relative to the orientation of the cracks.
Discussion. Field coordinates mix SH, SV, and P-waves together in variable proportions, confusing attempts at processing and interpretation. Fieldcoordinate processing has emphasized use of the Alford rotation for detecting the presence of azimuthal anisotropy produced by vertical cracks. Note that Alford rotation is strictly valid only at normal incidence where there is no distinction between SH waves and SV waves. Unfortunately, the near normal-incidence data reside in the surface wave noise-cone in which extraction of the reflection signal is most difficult. In field coordinates, isolation of the reflection signal is made even more difficult because of the mixing of SV-waves, Pwaves, and SH-waves (primaries, multiples, and surface waves). Field coordinates are a weighted stack of SH and SV. The weights vary as a function of spatial location because of the variable source-receiver azimuth of the data being considered.
Proponents of shear-wave splitting argue that data found on the crossterms (S I ,R X and S X ,R I ) are indicative of vertical cracks. Our work shows that source-receiver azimuth, not anisotropy, is the dominant effect. Supergathers show that the mixing inherent to field coordinates is dependent on spatial location within the seismic survey. Note that a common approach to interpretation is to estimate an Alford rotation angle (preferred trend of vertical cracks) as a function of spatial location. It is difficult to defend this type of analysis if 3-D nonzero offset data are used and processed in field coordinates unless the data used are near-normal incidence.
Processing parameters (statics and velocities) estimated from field coordinate data (S I ,R I and S X ,R X most commonly) are questionable at best, especially when a wide distribution of source-receiver azimuths and offsets is present.
We have illustrated some of the benefits of rotating prestack 3-D shearwave data into radial-transverse (SV-SH) coordinates on a real 9-C-3-D data set. SH reflections and SV reflections are very different and should be treated as such. Data processing and interpretation of SH and SV data are much more straightforward than treating the data in field coordinates. Shearwave statics are more easily estimated from SH and found to be much smaller than those estimated by commercial processing shops that processed these data sets in field coordinates. In our work to date with three 3-D-9-C data sets, we have not seen a need to estimate independent static solutions for SH and SV.
Rotation of field-coordinate data into radial-transverse coordinates produces true separation of SH data from SV data in the context of an isotropic, flat-layered earth. One of our 3-D-9-C data sets was acquired in a structurally complex area. A geophysical contractor processed the S I ,R I ; S X ,R X , SV, and SH data volumes through to CDP stack. The SH data (strictly the S T ,R T data) were much more interpretable than any of the other shear-wave data.
Prior researchers of 9-C-3-D data have stated that the optimum shearwave "reflection window" occurs at the nearer source-receiver offsets. This observation likely arises because of field coordinates and the relatively violent AVO behavior of SV reflections (as compared with SH).
When azimuthal anisotropy is unimportant, initial rotation to SV and SH is clearly suggested. When azimuthal anisotropy is important, we suggest two choices. If signal to noise is adequate at short offsets and the incidence angle is near zero, we can attempt a conventional approach to rotate to the symmetry axis (Alford rotation). We note that preprocessing of such data in field coordinates is generally not recommended, for reasons discussed above. This will likely require the use of powerful source and receiver arrays to reduce the ground roll and expose the shear-wave reflection signal on the near-offset data.
Second, we can make use of the full offset range, rotate to SH and SV coordinates, and retain all nine data components in a set of limited azimuth and offset bins. This latter approach is that conventionally used in 3-D marine converted wave surveys. Atest of these suggestions on real data with significant azimuthal anisotropy remains to be completed.
Summary.
We have observed striking differences between the radial shearwave response (SV) and the transverse (SH) response in the 9-C 3-D sets that we have begun to analyze. Initial rotation of field data from field coordinates to radial-transverse coordinates is a key initial step in the analysis, processing, and interpretation of these data. The transverse, or SH, data are simple, robust, and responsive to simple analysis and processing. We suggest that the analysis and processing of 3-D P-wave and SH-wave data are the logical first steps in dealing with 9-C-3-D data. Given those results, one should be better positioned to deal with the other components (SV and converted waves), and with other complications, such as azimuthal anisotropy.
The SH wave response is not available from offshore data. We feel that 9-C onshore data can be beneficial in validating converted-wave processing and interpretation methodologies because the SH data are available.
The potential added value of the SH response to subsurface definition remains to be evaluated. There are intriguing possibilities, but the most significant issue to be addressed is the vertical resolution available for SH wave response. In our data sets, simple approaches have yielded effective vertical resolution that is a factor of two worse than that for P waves. This resolution problem should be less severe for converted waves and might be reversed in some applications for locally converted waves (converted waves that propagate as S over a limited depth interval).
Azimuthal anisotropy presents a particular challenge and opportunity. On land, some have approached the problem by restricting the data to very small offsets and have attempted to deal with the overwhelming ground roll interference by the use of source and receiver arrays and/or abundant trace mixing in data processing. The alternative approach is to produce data binned in range and azimuth (vector offset) and midpoint, such that it can be combined into appropriate substacks for analysis and interpretation. Azimuthal anisotropy effects can then be recognized and analyzed by monitoring the reflection signal (in radialtransverse coordinates) from the top and the base of the fractured reservoir interval as a function of offset and azimuth. Reflections from the base of a fractured interval may be more sensitive to the fractures than reflections from the top because the base reflections have traveled through the cracked interval. We anticipate that SH data may be most responsive when analyzed in this manner.
There are many important issues to be addressed in the effective utilization of 9-C-3-D data in particular and multicomponent seismic data in general. At this point, a rich and fairly uniform distribution of data in vector range (azimuth and offset) is suggested for each depth-point bin.
There is much work to do, and it should be fun. Castagna and Smith (GEOPHYSICS, 1994) . "Applications of vector coordinate systems of 3-D converted wave data" by Gaiser (TLE, 1999) . "Case history: 3-D shear-wave processing and interpretation in radial-transverse (SV-SH) coordinates" by Simmons et al. (SEG Expanded Abstracts, 1999) . "The 3-D shear experiment over the Natih Field in Oman: Reservoir geology, data acquisition, and anisotropy analysis" by Potters et al. (Geophysical Prospecting, 1999) .
Suggested reading. "Comparison of AVO indicators: A modeling study" by

